After Babymouse, What to Read Next?

*Clementine*
by Sara Pennypacker

*Dear Dumb Diary*
by Jim Benton

*Diary of a Wimpy Kid*
by Jeff Kinney

*Dragonbreath*
by Ursula Vernon

*Frankly Frannie*
by A.J. Stern

*Franny K. Stein*
by Jim Benton

*Ivy & Bean*
by Annie Barrows

*Lunch Lady*
by Jarrett Krosoczka

*Middle School is Worse than Meatloaf*
by Jennifer L. Holm

*Ramona Quimby*
by Beverly Cleary

*Ruby Lu*
by Lenore Look

*Smile*
by Raina Telgemeier

*Squish: Super Amoeba*
by Jennifer L. Holm

Want to learn about more good books? Visit our Kid’s Books & Reading @
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